As our beloved sport becomes more advanced with time, so have we. As a result of lengthy research directed by a certified physiotherapist and saddle fitter, and conducted around the world, we have enhanced the rider's position by equating the perfect leg angles and balancing the seat, allowing the rider to comfortably find a sweet spot while maintaining their freedom of movement.

We’ve extended that same focus to the interface with the equine athlete - new tree and panel designs provide increased shoulder freedom, spine relief, and maximum weight distribution.

Quality leather

Chrome-free, naturally tanned to be environmentally, horse and human friendly.

As a natural product, each hide will be unique, with its own characteristics and colorations; a sign of the authenticity of these quality leathers.

Perfectly center-balanced seat

Anatomically designed to allow close contact and proper leg position

Panels designed for maximum and even contact

Wide channel for spinal clearance

Bayflex® Memory Foam Panels
AMS® Synthetic Wool Panels
Exchangeable Gullet System
Flexible Carbon Fiber Tree

25-YEAR TREE WARRANTY
PRO COLLECTION

**TOMBOY II CL**
Premium Remy Carriat French Calfskin Covered Leather
- **Color:** Dark Brown
- **Panel:** AMS® Synthetic Wool
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Velcro®
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular
- **Price:** $3,950.00

**TOMBOY II**
Premium Remy Carriat French Seat & Knee Pads and Sedgwick English Leather Flaps Grained Pull Up Leather
- **Color:** Oakbark
- **Panel:** AMS® Synthetic Wool
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Velcro®
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular
- **Price:** $3,950.00

**VIVALDI II**
Premium Remy Carriat French Calfskin Covered Leather
- **Color:** Dark Brown
- **Panel:** AMS® Synthetic Wool
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Molded Knee Pad with Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Fixed
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular, Forward, Long or Forward Long
- **Price:** $3,950.00

**LEGACY MONOFLAP II**
Premium Remy Carriat French Calfskin Covered Leather
- **Color:** Dark Brown
- **Panel:** AMS® Synthetic Wool
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Molded External
- **Thigh Block:** External
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular
- **Price:** $3,595.00

---

**Pessoa Gullet Plates**
- **Sizes:** Narrow, Medium, Medium Wide, Wide, Extra Wide, XX-Wide and XXX-Wide
- **Price:** $47.50

---

**Replacement XCH Screws**
- **Colors:** Gold, Silver
- **Price:** $0.50

---

**Gullet Gauge**
Made of strong Plexiglass. Easily determine what width gullet plate your horse requires
- **Price:** $39.95

---

**FLAP LEGEND**
- Regular Flap
- Long Flap
- Forward Flap
- Long Forward Flap
**GEN-X™ COLLECTION**

**GEN-X3™**
Select Sadesa Argentinian Calfskin Covered Leather

- **Color:** Dark Brown
- **Panel:** Bayflex® Foam
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Molded Knee Pad with Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Fixed
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular, Forward or Long

490004 $2,295.00

**GEN-X3™**
Select Sadesa Argentinian Calfskin Covered Leather

- **Color:** Oakbark
- **Panel:** Bayflex® Foam
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Molded Knee Pad with Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Fixed
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular, Forward or Long

490005 $2,295.00

**GEN-X™ VALENTINO**
Premium Remy Carriat French Leather Seat & Knee Pads and Sedgwick English Leather Flaps Grained Pull Up Leather

- **Color:** Oakbark
- **Panel:** Bayflex® Foam
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Velcro®
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular, Forward, Long or Forward Long

490007 $2,795.00

**GEN-X™ ELITA II**
Select Sadesa Argentinian Grained Waxy Leather

- **Color:** Dark Brown
- **Panel:** AMS® Synthetic Wool
- **Knee Pad/Block:** Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
- **Thigh Block:** Velcro®
- **Seat Sizes:** 16 1/2", 17", 17 1/2", 18"
- **Flap:** Regular, Forward or Long

490006 $2,595.00

---

**FLAP LEGEND**
- Regular Flap
- Long Flap
- Forward Flap
- Long Forward Flap
MORE THAN 50,000 YOUNG RIDERS HAVE STARTED IN A PESSOA SADDLE.

First developed by Nelson for his son, Rodrigo, 30+ years ago, Pessoa® pony saddles have become the well-loved standard for classic, correct balance and feel. Over the years, Pessoa® has helped more children learn to ride correctly than any other saddle brand. And generations of trainers trust us to start their young riders right.

PESSOA PONY
Select Sadesa Argentinian Grained Pull Up Leather
Color: Oakbark
Panel: Bayflex® Foam
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 14", 15", 15 3/4"
Flap: Regular, Short (14" or 15" only) or Long (15" or 15 3/4" only)
490008 $1,595.00

PESSOA JUNIOR
Select Sadesa Argentinian Calfskin Covered Leather
Color: Dark Brown
Panel: AMS® Synthetic Wool
Knee Pad/Block: Flat Knee Pad with Velcro® Triangle Block
Thigh Block: Velcro®
Seat Sizes: 15", 15 3/4", 16"
Flap: Regular, Short (15" or 15 3/4" only) or Long
490009 $2,095.00

FLAP LEGEND
- Blue: Short Flap
- Green: Regular Flap
- Brown: Long Flap
A padded and slightly contoured Comfort Crown™ reduces the pressure exerted on the poll. Distributing this pressure over a wider area allows a greater connection between horse and rider.

These bridles feature premium special edition, full grain Wickett & Craig leather in a natural finish that will easily take oil. They exhibit superb craftsmanship with finely detailed, elegant white stitching, brown burnished edges, smooth burnished undersides, refined buckles, neat and secure keepers, protective leather chapes and top quality stainless steel hardware.
Pessoa® Professional Series features elegant simplicity partnered with the ultimate in comfort to take your performance to the next level.

**Pessoa® Pro Fancy Stitched Raised Bridle**
- Browband: 5/8” Padded
- Noseband: 7/8” Padded
- Reins: 5/8” x 54” Fancy Stitched Raised Laced
- Color: Chestnut
- Sizes: Cob, Horse
- Color: Dark Brown
- Sizes: Pony, Cob, Horse, Oversize

**470460 $295.00**

**Pessoa® Pro Fancy Stitched Wide Nose Bridle**
- Browband: 5/8” Padded
- Noseband: 1 1/4” Unpadded
- Reins: 5/8” x 54” Fancy Raised Laced
- Color: Dark Brown
- Sizes: Small Pony, Pony, Cob, Horse, Oversize
- Color: Chestnut
- Sizes: Pony, Cob, Horse, Oversize

**470461 $299.95**
Pessoa® Pro Fancy Stitched Tapered Bridle

Browband: 1 1/4” Padded Tapered
Noseband: 1 1/2” Padded Tapered
Reins: 5/8” x 54” Raised Fancy Stitched Laced
Color: Chestnut
Size: Horse
Color: Dark Brown
Sizes: Cob, Horse, Oversize

470462 $299.95

ALSO AVAILABLE IN DARK BROWN
**Pessoa® Pro Fancy Stitched Figure-8 Bridle**
- Browband: 5/8" Padded
- Noseband: 5/8" Padded figure 8
- Reins: 5/8" x 54" Extreme Grip Rubber
- Color: Dark Brown
- Size: Horse
- 470463 $299.95

**Pessoa® Pro Fancy Running Martingale**
- Color: Dark Brown
- Sizes: Cob, Horse, Oversize
- 470561 $119.95

**Pessoa® Pro Fancy Standing Martingale**
- Color: Chestnut
- Sizes: Small Pony, Pony, Cob, Horse
- Color: Dark Brown
- Sizes: Small Pony, Pony, Cob, Horse, Oversize
- 470464 $119.95

**Pessoa® Pro 5-Point Breastplate**
- Fully adjustable 5-point with stretch cord running attachment for gentle resistance and control.
- Color: Dark Brown
- Size: Horse, Oversize
- 470466 $309.95
Created from Pessoa’s competition-proven designs and then meticulously crafted from hand-finished American leather, with the attention to detail that distinguishes top horseshow appointments.

Raised Fancy Stitched Bridle with Padding
Crown: Traditional
Browband: 5/8” Padded
Noseband: 7/8” Padded
Reins: Raised Fancy Stitched Laced
Color: Medium Brown
Sizes: Small Pony, Pony, Horse

466953 $289.95

Raised Fancy Stitched Wide Nose Bridle - No Padding
Crown: Traditional
Browband: 5/8” Unpadded
Noseband: 1 1/4” Unpadded
Reins: Raised Fancy Stitched Laced
Colors: Medium Brown • Dark Brown
Sizes: Small Pony, Pony, Cob, Horse
465576 $299.95

Raised Fancy Stitched Wide Nose Bridle with Padding (not shown)
Crown: Traditional
Browband: 5/8” Padded
Noseband: 1 1/4” Padded
Reins: Raised Fancy Stitched Laced
Color: Medium Brown
Sizes: Horse

466954 $319.95

Less Reins
Color: Dark Brown
Size: Horse
465226 $174.95
Raised Fancy Stitched Standing Martingale
Colors: Medium Brown • Dark Brown
Sizes: Pony, Cob, Horse, Oversize
465229 $159.95

Flat Running Martingale
Color: Dark Brown
Sizes: Cob, Horse, Oversize
465230 $99.95

Raised Plain Figure 8 Bridle with Padding
With genuine sheepskin disk
Crown: Traditional
Browband: 5/8" Padded
Noseband: 5/8" Padded with Sheepskin Disc
Reins: BioGrip™ Rubber Reins
Color: Dark Brown
Sizes: Horse
467151 $299.95

Raised Running Martingale
Color: Dark Brown
Size: Horse
465231 $169.95

Ultra Wide Round Raised Fancy Stitched Crank Cavesson with Padding
Noseband: 7/8" Padded
Colors: Medium Brown • Dark Brown
Size: Horse
467299 $89.95
STIRRUP LEATHERS
WITH STAINLESS STEEL BUCKLES

**Clasp End Covered Leathers**
with Biothane® core and curved buckle for less bulk

- Colors: Oakbark, Dark Brown
- Sizes: 
  - 1 x 54"
  - 7/8 x 54"
  - 3/4 x 54"
- 462451 $189.95

**CHILD’S**

- Color: Oakbark, Dark Brown
- Size: 3/4 x 48"
- 464257 $179.95

**Chape End Covered Leathers**
with Biothane® core and curved buckle for less bulk

- Color: Oakbark
- Sizes: 
  - 1 x 54"
  - 7/8 x 54"
  - 3/4 x 54"
- 467040 $188.95

- Color: Dark Brown
- Sizes: 
  - 7/8 x 54"
  - 3/4 x 54"

**PLAID BREAKAWAY HALTER**

- Neoprene Padded Nose & Crown
- Heavy Duty Zinc Hardware
- Easy Change Loop Throat Snap
- Adjustable Chin
- Breakaway Fuse


- Size: Horse
- 469983 $24.95

Replacement
Breakaway Fuse
- 464243 $2.95
Pessoa® Lungeing System: Invented by international show jumping rider, Nelson Pessoa, this system is designed to encourage balance and a gradual build-up of topline. It consists of an easy to put together array of ropes, clips and pulleys, as well as a breeching strap that passes behind the horse’s hindquarters. It is used in conjunction with a training surcingle while the horse is being lunged.

Based on the principles of pressure and release, the Pessoa® Lungeing System helps to place the horse in a better position to assist muscle build-up, and increases use of the horse’s back muscles. The Pessoa® Lungeing System can assist maintenance of muscle tone in fit horses, while less experienced horses can be guided into the correct shape. The Pessoa® Lungeing System can be used in four different positions, depending on the horse’s level of training and fitness.

Does not include cavesson or surcingle. See Camelot® Web Surcingle (400141).
PESSOA® EXTREME 1200D TURNOUTS WITH NECK COVER

**Extreme X-Mesh Turnout Sheet**
- Colors: Black/Clay Tri-Color • Mulberry/Violet Tri-Color • Navy/Blue Tri-Color
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 471149  $175.00

**Extreme 150 Gram Turnout Blanket**
- Colors: Black/Clay Tri-Color • Mulberry/Violet Tri-Color • Navy/Blue Tri-Color
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 471150  $179.95

**Extreme 250 Gram Turnout Blanket**
- Colors: Black/Clay Tri-Color • Mulberry/Violet Tri-Color • Navy/Blue Tri-Color
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 471151  $185.00

**Extreme 350 Gram Turnout Blanket**
- Colors: Black/Clay Tri-Color • Mulberry/Violet Tri-Color • Navy/Blue Tri-Color
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 471152  $189.95

Sheets feature X-Mesh

**3X MORE BREATHABLE than other turnout sheets!**

X-Mesh allows for an air channel between the lining and the breathable outer fabric which helps to transport air and sweat vapor away from your horse.
PESSOA® ALPINE 1200D TURNOUTS

1200D Alpine Turnout Sheet
Colors: Navy/Black Plaid • Black/Clay Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
465595 $139.95

1200D Alpine 180 Gram Turnout Blanket
Colors: Navy/Black Plaid • Black/Clay Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
464231 $149.95

1200D Alpine 300 Gram Turnout Blanket
Colors: Navy/Black Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
469725 $159.95

Exceler™ Replacement Snaps
469573 $8.95/Pair

REAR D-RINGS ARE POSITIONED TO ALLOW THE USE OF A SINGLE TAIL STRAP OR DUAL LEG STRAPS

Exceler™ Closure System
Hook & Loop Strips
Strong and Secure Locking Closure
Adjustable Straps with Easy Release Snap End
1200D Turnout Sheet
- Color: Black
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 470872 $129.95

1200D Turnout Blanket- 180 Gram
- Color: Hunter
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 470868 $139.95

1200D Turnout Blanket- 300 Gram
- Color: Navy with Navy/Burgundy Trim
- Sizes: 70-84” (in 2” increments)
- 470875 $149.95

Exceler™ Closure System
- Hook & Loop Strips
- Strong and Secure Locking Closure
- Adjustable Straps with Easy Release Snap End

Rear D-rings are positioned to allow the use of a single tail strap or dual leg straps.

Exceler™ Snap Front Closure

Rustproof Hardware
Wool Cooler
400 gram wool with 1” wide leather and Brass buckle front closure and single hidden surcingle.

Colors: Blue Plaid • Grey Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
Sizes: Pony, Cob, Horse, L Horse, XL Horse

471219 $79.95

840D Extreme Stable Blanket- 200 Gram

Color: Black/Grey
Sizes: 69-84” (in 3” increments)

471220 $129.95

Exclusive HAWAI lining - a moisture wicking fabric featuring the NANO properties of bamboo fibers.

Benefits of Bamboo:
• Antibacterial – helps to prevent odors
• Highly absorbent – pulls moisture from skin for evaporation
• Powerfully insulating – keeps the winter cold out
• Hypoallergenic – natural bamboo does not cause allergic reactions

Wool Cooler

NEW

NEW
1200D LUGGAGE

**1200D Helmet Bag**
Padded inside with outside full-width pocket.

**Dimensions:**
14” Long x 9.5” Wide x 11” Deep

**Colors:** Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid

**470172** $35.95

**1200D Close Contact Saddle Carrier**
Lightly padded bag features zippered edge, and removable and adjustable shoulder strap.

**Dimensions:** 24” Spine x 22” Deep

**Colors:** Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid

**469813** $69.95

**1200D Close Contact Saddle Cover**
Features elastic edge and Pessoa embroidery on the cantle.

**Colors:** Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid

**469812** $35.95

**1200D Garment Bag**
Padded inside with outside pocket.

**Dimensions:** 35” Long x 27” Wide

**Colors:** Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid

**470174** $49.95

**1200D Boot Bag**
Padded inside with outside pocket.

**Dimensions:** 24 1/2” Long x 8.5” Wide x 10” Deep

**Colors:** Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid

**470173** $44.95

**1200D Bridle Bag**
Lightly padded bag features front zipper, single hook & loop inside hanger, and handle. Generously-sized to accommodate multiple pieces of bridlework.

**Dimensions:** 35” Long x 13” Wide x 5” Deep

**Colors:** Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid

**469814** $65.95
1200D STABLE ACCESSORIES

1200D STALL GUARD
With d-rings for attachment. Lined inside.
Dimensions: 34 1/2” Long x 21” Wide with 6” Adjustable Straps
Colors: Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
470175 $34.95

1200D DOOR ORGANIZER
Features many mesh pockets to keep your grooming tools visible and organized. Padded back.
Dimensions: 40” Tall x 24” Wide
Colors: Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
470177 $44.95

1200D AISLE GUARD
With d-rings for attachment. Lined inside.
Dimensions: 10 1/2’ Long x 21” Wide with 6” Adjustable Straps
Colors: Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
470176 $59.95

1200D TACK TOTE
Many compartments to keep all your tools organized, plus a mesh bottom to allow dust and liquids to fall through.
Dimensions: 10” tall x 12” wide x 15” long
Colors: Navy/Magenta Plaid • Navy/Black Plaid • Clay/Teal Plaid • Juniper/Clay Plaid • Blueberry/Clay Plaid • Mulberry Plaid
470990 $39.95